Abstract: Resonance characteristics of cylindricalrectangular patch resonator in the presence of a laminated ground plane are studied. The laminated ground is modelled by a cascaded transition matrix in the spectral domain. An integral equation is formulated in terms of the surface current on the patch. Gelerkin's method is then applied to solve for the resonance frequency. Factors analysed include substrate thickness, substrate dielectric constant, and laminate conductivity. It is found that certain laminate conductivities cause more power loss than the others. Replacing a perfect conductor ground by a laminated composite may shift the resonance frequency by 10%.
Introduction
Patch resonators flush mounted on cylindrical structures such as space vehicles, missiles, and airplanes have been used as antenna elements. The resonance frequency on an isotropic layered medium has been studied by using the magnetic-wall cavity model [l, 21, perturbation approach [3] , and Galerkin's method [3, 41. The input impedance and radiation characteristics have also been studied by using presumed magnetic current in the radiator gap [SI, by using assumed electric current on the radiator patch [6] and by the moment method [7, 8] .
Conventionally the ground plane is modelled as a perfect electric conductor. A surface impedance approach has been used to model the imperfect conductor in a layered medium [SI. In Reference 10, the current distribution inside imperfect conductors of finite thickness is considered in analysing the attenuation properties of microstrip lines.
Composite materials have been widely used in modern aircraft and vehicle designs to reduce weight or radar cross section. Take for example, a G/E composite made of several laminae of epoxy resin with conductive graphite fibres embedded in specific directions [ll] . If a patch resonator is built on such a surface, the resonance properties will be different from those obtained by the perfect conductor assumption. Hence, details of the ground plane need to be considered in the analysis.
Assume that the resonator ground plane is a laminated composite which is a low-conductivity matrix with high-conductivity fibres to enhance its mechanical strength. For practical application, the fibre spacing in each lamina is much smaller than a wavelength, hence each lamina can be modelled as an anisotropic layer with a conductivity tensor. Layers of different fibre orientations are stacked to form the composite ground.
Planar laminates can be wrapped to form a cylindrical structure. In Reference 11, an anisotropic conductivity tensor is used to study the shielding effectiveness of a planar G/E composite. The fibre separation in each G/E lamina is a tiny fraction of a wavelength, hence it is appropriate to use an equivalent conductivity tensor for analysis.
In this paper, we study the effect of laminated ground planes on the resonance frequencies of cylindrical rectangular patch resonators. We first formulate a cascaded transition matrix, then derive an integral equation based on the electric surface current on the conducting patch. Galerkin's method is applied to solve for the resonance frequencies.
Cascaded transition matrix
Suppose a cylindrical laminated composite is made by wrapping planar laminated composite around the z-axis; we assume that the effective permittivity and the conductivity tensors are independent of 4 and z. For a planar layer in which the principal axis of the conductivity (6) and the permittivity (E) tensors skews from the z-axis by an angle a, the corresponding tensors after wrapping can be expressed as where 6 Here, i;,,, f k , and c, are variables measured along the principal axis of the medium. We assume an isotropic permeability of po in the whole medium.
We first decompose the e-field, R-field, and the curl operator into p--and 44 and 2)-components, then eliminate the E,-and H,-components to give
Consider a solution with exp (in4 + ik, z) dependence Imposing the boundary condition that the tangential fields are continuous at p = a, E, and E, are continuous at p = b, and that the discontinuities of H, and H, at p = b account for the electric surface current on the patch,
where the explicit form of dyadic zm(kz) is listed in the Appendix. From eqns. 12 and 14, E,,(k,) can be expressed in terms of J,(kz) as Finally, we impose the boundary condition that the tangential electric field vanishes on the patch surface, and no electric surface current exists at p = b outside of the patch. We thus obtain a set of vector integral equations In this paper, we choose the following basis and testing functions [3] Dq(z) = In all the cases studied in this paper the patch is located at p = b, -do < z < do. and -q50 < q5 < q50. When the substrate thickness is increased, the patch width 240 b increases too. When we present resonance frequencies in Figs composite is close to that with the four-lamina composite, but the imaginary part is slightly different at small hido. The results with a 3 pm solid copper ground is also shown for comparison. The difference in the real part is around 10% which is significant for microstrip antennas. Next, we study the effect of fibre conductivity on the resonance frequency, and the results are shown in Figs 
Conclusions
We have formulated an integral equaton to study the resonance properties of cylindrical rectangular patches in the presence of laminated ground plane. The laminated ground is modelled by a cascaded transition matrix in the spectral domain. Galerkin's method is applied to solve the integral equation for the resonance frequencies. The effect of substrate thickness, substrate dielectric constant, and laminate conductivity are analysed. The real part of resonance frequencies is smaller when the conductivity of the laminted ground is lower. The imaginary part of the 312 resonance frequency increase in the middle range of fibre conductivity. The inner coating works as the ground at low conductivity, and the laminate works as the ground at high conductivity. The ohmic loss causes the imaginary part of resonance frequency to rise between these limits. We also observe that the resonance frequency can be different by 10% when the perfect conductor ground plane is replaced by a laminated G/E composite. 
